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BENCHMARK DESIGN AND INSTALLATION:
A SYNTHESIS OF EXISTING INFORMATION

Lawrence W. Gatto

INTRODUCTION

Techniques used for monitoring crustal deformations (Wyatt et al.

1979), or for conducting hydrographic surveys, topographic surveys, surveys

of the movement of structures (Gupta et al. 1973), or any other vertical

control survey, are only as accurate as the benchmarks used for reference.

In the northern contiguous states and Alaska, frost action can cause bench-

marks to be substantially uplifted. In temperate regions, benchmarks can

be uplifted, can subside, or can shift in wetland and coastal areas or in

expandable and unstable soils.

Data on benchmark designs and installation procedures in general and

in areas where benchmark stability is a special problem are available, but

are widely scattered. Many Corps Districts have their own survey manuals

and guidelines that present such data. This report synthesizes these data

and provides Districts with information on benchmark designs and installa-

tions that has been used by other government agencies, private industry and

other Districts (Table 1). Since few Districts have tested their

benchmarks, it is generally not known how stable their benchmarks are.

However, NOAA-National Geodetic Survey and Geodetic Survey of Canada bench-

marks have been tested and successfully meet accuracy requirements. This

report also consolidates the scattered information and data with enough

detail for someone to select and install an appropriate benchmark. A

matrix that can be used in selecting benchmarks appropriate for different

climatic and soil conditions is included.

Slater and Slater (1979) and Floyd (1978) point out that benchmark

designs and installation procedures have remained virtually unchanged for

the last 20 years, yet survey instrument precision has substantially

improved. Some of the information on benchmark designs and installation

techniques in this report has not been improved as required to ensure

I. f
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Table 1. Organizations that provided information on benchmarks.

Other
Corps Districts government
and Divisions* agencies Private industry

Nashville Vicksburg U.S. Geological LHD Associates
(OR) (LMK) Survey eo Tec Services,

New England Memphis NOAA-National Inc.

(NED) (LI)1) Geodetic Survey

Philadelphia St. Louis Canadian National
(NAP) (LMS) Research Council

Norfolk New Orleans Geodetic Survey
(NAO) (LMN) of Canada

Baltimore Kansas City USKCRIEL
(NAB) (MRK)

Mobile Omaha Alaska Department
(SAM) (MRO) of Transportation

Charleston Galveston
(SAC) (SWG)

Savannah Ft. Worth
(SAS) (sli)

Wilmington Little Rock
(SAW) (SWL)

Buffalo Portland
(NCB) (NPP)

Chicago Seattle
(NCC) (NPS)

Detroit San Francisco
(NCE) (SPN)

St. Paul Sacramento
(NCS) (SPK)

Rock Island Los Angeles
(NCR) (SPL)

Pittsburgh

Huntington
(ORH)

Louisville -
(ORL)

* A questionnaire and a matrix were sent to 36 Districts, NED and POD; 24 ques-

tionnaires were filled out and returned; 5 responses were received via phone and
letter regarding data on the questionnaire; 15 matrices were returned (2 had new
information, 13 had no additions).

appropriate accuracy of surveys made with these improved instruments.

Consequently, many of the old designs and techniques may be inadequate.

The Corps of Engineers is a member of the Federal Geodetic Control

Committee (FGCC). One of the goals of the Corps as a FGCC member is to

densify the national control networks to make them more useful to the

2 ' l
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Corps. This densification Involves a limited amount of second-order

vertical control surveying, and extensivj third-order control surveying

tied to benchmarks of the National Geodetic Survey (NGS). In the past, the

Corps control densification surveys have generally not been incorporated

into the NGS's National Geodetic Data Base. Instead, separate data files

of these surveys are maintained at various Corps Districts, primarily for

Corps use, but also to be provided to other agencies and the private sector

if requested. As a result of recent decisions by FGCC and the Office of

the Chief of Engineers, the Corps will now provide more of its control

densification survey data to NGS to be included in the national data base.

To be incorporated into the data base, vertical control surveys must

be done in accordance with third-order or higher NGS elevation difference

accuracy standards and be tied to the National Geodetic Vertical'Network

(FGCC 1980, 1984).* These standards are defined in Table 2. As part of

the standards, the NGS points out that control points must be permanent,

vertically stable and have a vertical location defined as a point. The

FGCC (1980 and 1984), Floyd (1978) and Hoar (1983) provide additional

standards, specifications and requirements for monuments and reporting.

The Office of the Chief of Engineers wants all District surveyors to

follow the requirements in the FGCC references to ensure that benchmarks in

their Districts meet NGS standards. This is not a move toward standardiz-

Table 2. National Geodetic Survey accuracy .
standards (FGCC 1984).

Maximum elevation
difference accuracy*

Classification (../')

First-order, class I ............. 0.5
First-order, class II ............ 0.7..0
Second-order, class I ............ 1.0
Second-order, class 11 ........... 1.3
Third-order ....................... 2.0 4

* Elevation difference accuracy - S/ITd, where
d - approximate horizontal distance in kilometres
between control point positions traced along
existing level routes, and S - propagated stand-
ard deviation of the elevation difference in
millimetres between survey control points ob-
tained from the least squares adjustment.

* Personal communication with D. Hoar, Operations Branch, National Geodetic %

Survey, Rockville, Maryland, 1985.

3
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ing benchmark designs throughout the Corps, but a move toward trying to

ensure that permanent benchmarks installed by the Corps meet NGS standards

and can become part of the national data base. The benchmarks can be of

various designs and materials as long as they meet the standards. This

report can be used as a guide for meeting these standards. Official Corps

requirements and specifications will be available in the Corps Surveying

and Happing Manual being prepared by the Office of the Chief of Engineers

and a field user group.

APPROACH ,

Information on general types of survey benchmarks and on special

methods for eliminating or reducing vertical movement in benchmarks was

compiled from the Corps of Engineers, other government agencies, private

industry and the open literature. Input from the Corps was obtained via a

questionnaire and phone conversations (Table 1). The questionnaire

(Appendix A) covered the purposes for which benchmarks are required, types

of benchmarks used for each purpose, lateral and vertical stability

requirements, special conditions that affect benchmark stability within

each District or Division, preinstallation site characterization, steps for

installation, and costs.

Data from other agencies and private industry were obtained through

personal conversations, from letter reports, and published and unpublished

reports. Four literature data bases (Georef, Compendex, NTIS, Engineering

Index) were also searched and all open literature available up to May 1985

was reviewed.

CAUSES OF BENCHMARK INSTABILITY

There are many types of benchmarks used for vertical reference, and

many of them may not meet the accuracy requirements of the NGS. A perma-
- ',

nent, very stable benchmark must not be affected by natural or human dis- '% _

turbances (Bozozuk et al. 1963). Some surveys requiring third-order or

better accuracies are being conducted using benchmarks that can give only

fourth-order or lower surveys. Some benchmarks are as simple as fire %

hydrants, manholes, nails in trees or fenceposts, and pins in stone or con-

crete steps, house foundations or platforms. Usually, these are unsatis-

4 -..
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Table 3. Problem conditions that affect benchmark stability.

Frost heave Deterioration of monuments

Weak bedrock Temperature changes I
Unstable Soils Slope movements

- Expansive clays Seismic activity
- Wetland or marsh conditions
- Soil compaction Human-induced problems
- Groundwater fluctuations
- Rock or soil shrinkage and swelling Soil erosion

Subsidence

- Regional
- Local
- Near structures

factory as precise references for repetitive, long-term surveys. More

stable benchmarks include disks in bedrock, in large concrete foundations

resting on stable soil, and in piles driven to bedrock or refusal.

Some of the causes of instability (Table 3) are environmental, includ-

ing frost heave, shrinking and swelling of soil and rock because of moist-

ure changes, soil expansion and contraction because of soil temperature

changes, slope instability, soil consolidation (settlement), and soil ero-

sion (Floyd 1978).* Human activities can cause vertical changes in bench-

marks anywhere, and the NGS suggests ways of reducing their likelihood

(Floyd 1978, Hoar 1983).

Floyd (1978) lists additional subsurface (greater than 50 ft deep)

causes of benchmark instability, i.e., crustal motion, subsidence near

mines or caves, or subsidence caused by oil or water pumping, and suggests

that their effects usually cannot be economically prevented. He recommends

that areas where these instabilities occur be avoided.

Soil consolidation and settlement can happen naturally or be man-in-

duced near railroads, highways (Karcz et al. 1975) or large structures

(Floyd 1978).** Regional subsidence attributable to consolidation of :" e,"

• Personal commnication with R. Gareau, Chief, Primary Vertical Control

Section, Surveys and Mapping Branch, Geodetic Survey of Canada, Ottawa,
1983. "

•* Personal communication with D. Slobodnik and S. Kool, Surveys and
Mapping Section, U.S. Army Engineer District, Omaha, Nebraska, 1983.

5%



Pleistocene sediments occurs naturally in the .iew Orleans District.* To

account for this subsidence, deep-set casement-type benchmarks have been

placed to depths of 8o-135 ft in stable areas to determine benchmark

changes in subsiding locations. Eames* suggests that perhaps the best way

to improve the vertical stability of benchmarks Is by using all available

geological data when selecting sites.

Instability is also caused by unstable soils in marshy areas.* In

some southern coastal areas there Is a "crust" 3 to 30 ft thick overlying

an unstable soil zone that is above firm sands. Benchmarks must penetrate 11 %J

to the lower firm sand zone. Benchmarks in some southern river bottom %P_0

areas have also moved 0.1 ft vertically because of water table fluctua-

tions.**

Benchmark elevations can be changed by frost heave where soil freezes

and thaws annually (Jarman 1955, Johnston 1962). This problem is most

severe where annual frost penetration is deep. Significant subsurface ?

movement of soil in permafrost areas can occur to depths of up to 30 ft

(Black 1957), and conventional benchmarks can be moved several inches a

winter by frost heave and thaw settlement (Black 1957, Linell and Lobacz

1980). Frequently used benchmarks designed to be vertically stable in

frost areas will be discussed later.

Soil expansion and contraction induced by temperature changes cause

benchmark movement and are active and variable in frozen soils because soil

temperature varies with depth. Benchmarks in bedrock that freezes and ',

thaws can also be moved (Linell and Lobacz 1980). Temperature fluctuations

can also change the size of benchmark materials and affect their stability . -b

(Floyd 1978).

Soil and bedrock moisture changes can cause vertical displacements in I..,.

benchmarks, especially where expansive montmorillonite clays are common

(Johnston 1962). Wetting and drying of clay-rich soils and nonuniform ...

wetting of such soils can make certain sites unsuitable for benchmarks .

required for high-precision surveys (Currer 1962, Kryukov and Garevski "

1973, Slater and Slater 1979). Slope instability caused by soil creep,

* Personal communication with D. Eames, Chief, Precise Survey Section, %.

U.S. Army Engineer District, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1983.

** Personal communication with J. Reaves, Chief, Survey Section, U.S. Army
Engineer District, Mobile, Alabama, 1983.

6
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slides or soil erosion can also change benchmark position (Linell and

Lobacz 1980).

RESULTS

The bulk of this section is drawn from Corps input, with additional

information from the other sources. Each subsection addresses a topic

covered in the questionnaire (Appendix A).

Purposes for and types of benchmarks

The types of surveys for which benchmarks are required in the Corps

are topographic, construction, hydrographic, boundary (cadastral), geodet-

ic, structural movement and layout of aerial photograph control points.

Most Corps Districts indicated they did construction surveys; fewer

Districts performed topographic, hydrographic and structural movement

surveys (Table 4). The types of benchmarks Districts use for their surveys

are variable (Appendix B) and have been adapted for the needs of the

respective Districts. The Philadelphia District provided some general

suggestions (Table BI) for setting some of the more common benchmarks.

Specific project requirements dictate the type of benchmark required.

Karcz et al. (1975, 1976) report that all benchmarks move some, but project

needs will determine if the likely amount of movement is acceptable. Of

the commonly used benchmarks, they found those anchored in bedrock, walls

and buildings to be the most stable. Those in bridges, culverts and con-

crete posts, bases and platforms are less stable. Of course, the type of

foundations of the walls and buildings (i.e., pile foundations, spread

footings, etc.) should be investigated before assuming they are adequately

stable to meet project and NGS accuracy requirements. '

Floyd (1978) points out that it is not feasible, and too expensive, to

counteract vertical instability because of deep-seated processes, so NGS

specifications have been developed to resist near-surface movements (less

than 50 ft deep). Generally, sound bedrock with a low moisture content and

with joints more than 3 ft apart is acceptable. In unstable soils, perma-

nent benchmarks should be anchored in a stable zone below the zone of soil

movement and a protective sleeve should extend to the maximum depth of soil

movement (Fig. Ia). Bozozuk et al. (1963) also found deep benchmarks use-

ful in unstable areas (Fig. Ib). I



Table 4. Purposes for and types of benchmarks (from Corps respocises to the
questionnaire.

Purposes*
TS CS HS BS GS SN Types of benc marks ubed

NEDX X X - - X - MA.
M - - - - - - - Fig. 01. Table St.

MAO - X X - - X - Fig. 82; witI often grout disk Into foundations or concrete heodwal Is, if available.

NAB X - - X - TS - iron pipes with caps.
SAN - ----- - Standard btrntsen alumilnum rodS; conventional Bs not always usable due to unstable

solis.

SAC X X X - Galvanized pipe driven to refusal, concrete placed around, pipes capped.

SAS ----- X Fig. 53; use pormanent ibs; reinforced square concrete monuments with brass disk;
aluminum rod with aluminum foot and Corps disk.

SAN - X X - X HS a 4-ft concrete monumant In san# coastal aros.
MCS X X X - - - - Temporary BV; use existing USGS and MOAA SmS.

NCC X X X - - X Of near coast set in concrete foundations of OG I igt towers; ON on concrete

cylinders.
NCE X X X -Bass disks in concert, driven pipes or disks on existing stable structures.

NCS X X X - - X X Fig. 64.

NCR X X X Table BS.
0W X X X X - brntsen aluminum monumInts or standard brass disks set In rock or concrete structures

for PIN; railroad spike In tree or reber In ground for TIM.

OR" X X X X X X X Table 12.

ORL X X X X X X X Fig. 85, Table 03.

LM X X X X X TS. CS, mS, GS-i-i/2 In. iron pipe or 4-ft concrete post with brass cap; SM - deep en-

cased IN or driven to refusal.

SX X X - - X Concrete post or iron pipe with brass cap; pipe and slob-type ON.

LNS - X - X X Chiseled squares on concrete foundation, boat spikes In trees and top of hydrant for

vertical SN; pipe driven In ground to i-3 ft for horliantal SN.
I-N --- ------- MN deep set casement type.

M -- - - -.- - - NA.

MRO - X I b r; alminum pipe; pra-cast OM; movement pedestals; Fig. S6.

S1 X X X X - - CS-splles In trees (TBN); GSabrass disk on rebar (1180); TS and HSsome as for GS bit

with monel cap on T-Iron (TBM); Fig. 87.

SIF X X X - TS/CS.TDN, spike In tree, mark on a culvert, concrete morker; SM&.fqM, deep set and

backfilled with grease (Fig. 86).

NIP X X X X X - Fig. ft.

IS X X X - - X - Saes caps In bedrock; I-ft-square, 5-ft-long concrete nonumaents installed wlth rbar.

SPM X X X X - - - %A.

SPK .- .- ---- - Fig. 810.

SPL X X X - - Located on bedrock wherever possible.

Dash - no response from District or Division. NA - Not ansered; no Input from District or Division.

TS - Topographic surveys. CS - Construction surveys. I-

OS - Boundary or cadestral surveys. GS - Geodetic or control surveys.

S4 - SIructural movement (precise) surveys. HS - IRldrographIc surveys.
APP - Aerial photo control point surveys. OM - bSch lmrk. 'Z

TIN - Temorary benchm rk.

t See Table I for definitions.

Where either sound bedrock does not exist or sleeved benchmarks cannot ,
be installed, the NGS suggests a sleeveless class B benchmark driven to an

appropriate depth based on local soil and weather conditions (Floyd 1978).

These class B benchmarks are not as stable as those in class A but both %

classes are being used in establishing the new North American Vertical

Datum of 1988 (NAVD88) (Hoar 1983). It is possible that benchmarks con-
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Figure 1 (cont'd). Sample benchmarks.

structed to be vertically stable may also be horizontally stable. Survey-

ors should check the horizontal minimum distance accuracy as prescribed by

the FGCC (1984), however, before using the benchmarks for third-order, or

better, horizontal control.

There is no way to recor.nend which benchmark option is best for a

particular project. It is obvious that many have been tried throughout the

Corps and elsewhere with varying degrees of success. As a general guide,

the less elaborate, less expensive and more commercially available optionsI

have been used by Districts in the past. Project and NGS requirements

should dictate the benchmark to be used.

Stability requirements and benchmark selection factors I
Corps surveys generally require second- or third-order vertical

accuracy, with structural movement surveys requiring the most stable bench-

10 I



marks (Table 5). In the past, project scope and accuracy requirements

influenced the type of benchmark used for a specific job. Project funds

available (economics) for a survey project were also very important in the

selection of the type of benchmark used. Other factors are listed at the

bottom of Table 5. The need to meet NGS requirements will play a major

role in selecting benchmarks for Corps use in the future.

Since terrain and ground conditions also determine the benchmarks most

appropriate for a particular project, one of the most effective ways to

improve the likelihood of a stable benchmark is to select a good location

for installation. Many of the causes of benchmark instability can be

avoided or minimized by wise site selection based on a complete analysis of

site conditions.

Problem conditions and precautions

Eleven Districts listed subsidence or frost heaving, or both, as

special problems in their areas, while inundation, vandalism, expansive

clays, unstable soils, tectonics, incompetent bedrock, slope instability,

soll erosion, and corrosion or deterioration of benchmark materials were

also named (Table 6).

The precautions (Table 6) taken to counteract these problems include

wise site selection (using geotechnical data), special benchmark designs

with proper installation (i.e., frost-free benchmarks), use of special

materials for benchmarks, deep-set benchmarks, and periodic verification

and readjustment of data for benchmarks.

Many benchmark designs (Fig. 2) have been used to prevent frost heav-

ing forces from acting on benchmarks (ACFEL 1957, Johnston 1962, Gupta et

al. 1973, Floyd 1978, Johnston 1981, Mackay 1984).* One of the most

frequently used designs is described by Linell and Lobacz (1980). They

detail some of the procedures to use and precautions to take when

installing this type of "frost-free" benchmark. Following their general %

design and the details of installation, adaptations of their recommended

benchmark have been tried at Sukakpak Mountain and Buckland, Alaska.

9

Personal communications with F. Crory, CRREL, 1981; .J. Davis, LHD
Associates, Construction Surveyors, Anchorage, Alaska, 1981; ). Each,
Alaska Department of Transportation, Fairbanks, Alaska, 1983; M. Metz, Geo
Tec Services Inc., Golden, Colorado, 1984.
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Table 5. Stabil ity requirenents and benchmark selection factors (from Corps

responses to the questionnaire).

Stability reguiraments* Benchmark selection factors

NEDt bdrock usually used. NA

NAP 2nd and 3rd order leveling; no need for Ist order SM. TGC. location appropriate for uses.

MAO Tidal surveys - 2nd order, Ist class surveys; SM - vertical PS, PAS, P, E.

movement of 0.001 ft (99 confidence); CS - 3rd order.

NAS Horizontal or vertical control. PS

SAM NA MA

SAC Depends on project requlrements, I.e. more stable for SM NA

than for HS; Installed to minimize movement end assume

SM does not move.

SAS Monitorlng structural movement requires a more elaborate TGC

SM.
SAW No requirements established. PS, PAS

NCO No criteria established. NA

MCC Vertical, 0.01 ft; horlapntal. usually 0.01 ft, but depends TGC, P, A, AD

on project accuracy requirments.

NCE :1: 0.03 ft for most work (unless geodetic control Is re- TOC, PS, availability of massive stable structure

quired). nearby.

NCS SM - 1st erder, t 0.001 ft (har. and vert.); PAS, AES, A, AD

TS, CS. MS, APCP - 3rd order, t 0.05 ft (vert.).

NCR TS - no hor., ± 0.1 ft vert.; SM - t 0.02 ft hor., t 0.005 E, A, PAS

ft vert.; CS = no hor., t 0.05 ft vert.

DRP t 0.005 ft. PAS; availability of structures at site to set SM.

ORN 2nd order, t 0.005 ft; PS. E, TGC, A, AES, availability of concrete

3rd order, t 0.01 ft. structure and NGS BNs.

ORL Table 93. PAS, E. P, AD

LW CS - 0.05 hor., 0.10 ft vert.; HS - 0.20 ft hor., 0.10 ft PAS, P

vert.; SN - 0.03 ft hor., 0.02 ft -0.03 ft vert.; GS

- 0.06 ft hor., 0.06 ft vert.; TS - 0.03 ft hor.,

0.03 ft vert.

LJ 3rd order nor, control from NGS SN; <1 in 5000 error 3rd P, PAS, TOC, A

order vert. control from _> 3rd order SM; 0.05 ft/d(ml).

S 3rd order. NA

LN NA NA

NRK NA NA

NRO NA TGC, PAS

tG TON- < 3rd order, 0.10 ft vert. and or.; PAS, TOC

PiN - 3rd order, <0.05 ft movement. L.

SIF SM Is usually one magnitude more accurate than accuracy P, E, TGC

requirement of point being surveyed. S% _

NPP Determined by the order of the survey developed by NOAA. PS. P, AD

NPS Usually 0.01 f. PA S

SPN TS, CS " 2nd or 3rd order; HS 3 3rd order; SS - 2nd order. P, PS, TOC, AD

SPK NA NA

SPL SM - little or no movement; CS - minor movement tolerable. P, E, TGC, PAS, A W

NA - Not answered; no Input from District or Division. A - AccessIbility. %

SM - Benchmark. AD - Away from disturbances.

TOC - Terreln/ground conditions. AEB a Accuracy (order) and evallaDIIty of elstlng 9%.

94 - Structural movement surveys. TS - Topographic surveys.
CS - Conystruction surveys. APCP - Aeril1 photo control point surveys.

PS - Project scope. S - Geodetic or control surveys.

PAS Project accuracy specifications. T - Temporary benchmarks.
P - Permanency. RI1 - Peranent benchmarks. ..

E - Economics. SS - Boundary or cadastral surveys.
HS - Hydrogrephic surveys.

t See Table I for definitions.
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Table 6. Problem conditions and precautions (from Corps responses to the
quest ionknaire) .

Wr Conditions variable Often must anchor 3M in concrete weis.
WIO 1. P1N, V. erosion NA
No PH 314 Sot below froit line or In stationary structure

or bedrock.
SPA 1, 5-SC. S40P, us Deep encased rode 16-45 ft long In N. Miss and Ala.

driven through soil crusts to deeper stable sends;
80-120 ft long In coestal ares.

SAIC 1,5so us Wood-Uased eonimant.
SS fte None
SAN Tidal roag, In 9 safaight, boat and wonhiclI access, NA

v II iII ty between MI.
14011 PH Lop Il level runs between 2 or more 615.
MCC I. beach eroionle, sand cover ing a 1111. SM In concrete cyI Inder dee" entough not to be

undermined or high enough not to be covered.
#I F", I (Umelts full use of on). Set below frost line; ~he0 Inundation occurs, at

least 20 ft long and epproK. 2 In. diameter.
O4CS C/oD, 5-SC Testing new monement materials, I.., aluminum and

Fiberglas; accessible to exi sting monuments;
natural ties.

I=i FIN Poured-In-place concrete eonamnt with frost-free
cont fIguret Ion.

OR" PH, landslides Consider allI aspects of regional problems.
ORL PM. 5-SC Sat below frost lie; set In undisturbed or

wel II-comacted so I.

LOM4 possibly horizontal or vertical tectonic movemnt. NSA
LINS PM, slope stability. underground mines. lioe
USA S Deep-set, casement am.

Fm M Set below frost line.
iUO S-ONP, P14. EC, S (near structure),* slope movement. Deep-set, belcm trost liIne. clear of structures.
soi 5, I Deep-set UN or installed on strcture.
SWP EC Deep-set In bedrock, Isolated trom clays; tons-tipped

ON bakfilled with grease to reduce Infiltration;
none (UN10 based on Iccel cond t tons) .

SPM Tectonics, wak bedrock, 5-011P. Periodic verification and readjuilment of oata for

SP MA NA
P3 Q-01, 5-SC DIM In bedrock It possible.

O N - Benchmark. S-SC - Subidence due to Soil Icoepaction and consolidations.
I - Inundation. S-PF a Subsidence due to groundwater fluctuations.

PM - Prost hewse. US - Unstable soils.
V Vadlle a. S a Subsidence. b

MA a Not answered; no Input from District or Dlvision. C/O Corrosion and detarloration of monuments. J

t Sele Table I for defitions. -
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e. Inuvik primary benchmark installation (from Metz 1984).

Figure 2 (cont'd). Frost-free benchmarks.

Resurveys have not been done to check the vertical stability of some of

these adaptations.

Metz* reports that three designs for "frost-free" benchmarks are in %

use in Canada (Fig. 2d,e) for continuous and discontinuous permafrost

zones. The Inuvik design (Fig. 2e) includes a platform that reduces or

eliminates surface disturbances near the benchmark caused by surveyors

using the monument. The disturbances destroy the organic mat around the

benchmark, which leads to deepening of the active layer and possible in-

stability. He recommends that in permafrost areas benchmarks be installed

where the ground is frozen, that plywood be used in the work area to

minimize construction effects and to facilitate cleanup, and that all

unused excavated material be removed.

Thorough site selection procedures constituted one of the most fre-

quently cited and important precautions to be taken. By understanding

project requirements in relation to the conditions at the site where bench-

* Personal communication with M. Metz, Geo Tec Services Inc., Golden, VOP

Colorado, 1984.
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marks are required, the most useful benchmark can be chosen. The matrix L r

(Fig. 3) can be used in deciding on acceptable methods (down the left side)

to counter particular problem conditions (across the top). In conjunction

with Tables 8 and 9 and other information, the matrix is useful in final

selection of the appropriate benchmarks for a given project. L

Preinstallation data

Districts usually locate the nearest state, Geological Survey or NGS

benchmarks for bringing the datum to a project site (Table 7). Some

Districts do probing tests to characterize soils at a site, check for

evidence of subsidence, sloughing or previous cut and fill, drill for

groundwater conditions and do a general geologic reconnaissance to deter-

mine terrain conditions. No special site selection considerations and

observations were mentioned by the Districts.

Floyd (1978) describes five site selection considerations. The first

is security, which implies that the benchmark would be free from vandal-

Ism. The second is utility, meaning that the benchmark must be accessible

and usable later. Third is stability. This requires knowledge of the ..".r

effects of sediment grain size, vegetation, slope position, the types and

ages of nearby man-made structures, and lakes on local soil stability.

Other geologic considerations -- especially regarding bedrock condition,

location and type -- are also very important. The fourth consideration is

the existence of corrosive conditions in the local area being considered

for a benchmark. The last is safety, which addresses the knowledge of

buried power lines or other potentially hazardous features.

Installation steps

Table 7 provides some general steps followed by most Districts when %
setting commonly used benchmarks. Some special precautions beyond those

listed in Table 6 that should be taken when particular benchmarks are being .

installed are provided in Table B4. Most of the installation steps for

benchmarks of a particular type would be the same in all parts of the
country, although depth requirements and sizes and quantities of materials P

may vary depending on the severity of local problems.

Whenever benchmarks are installed in soils, drilling, driving or

digging is required. In remote areas getting a drill rig on site may be a

problem. Several portable drill rigs are available and CRREL has been very

17V
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COUNTERMEASURES 9 .' " r0 0

Use disk set inbedrock X X X X X X X x

Seek coarse-grained soils X X

Seek well-drained sodls X X

Seek well-aeratesd soils X

Set oin crests of naIls X X

Seek soils with high resistivity

Natural/readymade protectiona X

Anticipate future constructionb X

Set near edge of eight-of-way X X

Bench mark design X X X X Xi

Anchor sleeved rod beow level of dit x x
turbarice

Set disk in massive, deep structure X X X X %I

Historicallyt signiificant structure X

Modem buildings X

Remain distant from thawing etfectsc X-

Ensure good referencing X

Avoid heavy vegetation X

Avoid river banks X

Avoid flood plains x X

Avoidstwe shoreline s X X

Avoidsewr shoreline s X ..

Avoid areas as determined by geological X X X X
dated

Avoid expansive bedrock

Avoid new structures Iless than 5 years X
old) I

Establish BM1 on oil or
water fall casing X.. A . . L . -* w

iincluds fence lines, utility poles, structuresl, and Private and Pubic ground,

bIncilujeg ighwys. parking lots. buildings, pipelines. antd vaterways ~ '
cinclud,5 lak". rivers, buildings. and Pipelines

doW1V of kersts, siope instabaitv. %halt outcrops, o.1 and gas bearing formation%, etc.. from tihe U S Geological %

Survey. Siates Geologicai Surveys. States' Oeparris of Natural Rinource,, and Pubic utilties commi.ssions

Figure 3. Measures taken to Bet high-quality benchmarks (after Floyd
1978, p. 11).
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successful in using a small rig at several locations in Alaska. Additional

details on this small rig are available from Brockett et al. (1984) and

Brockett and Lawson (1985). Also, installation of deep-driven rod bench-

marks requires special tools and equipment. Information on this may be

obtained from the Districts that use this type of benchmark (Table 4).

Costs

District costs (Table 7) varied, depending on labor and materials

charges and on the complexity of the benchmark. Note that some of the cost

estimates may be several years old and may not reflect current prices. The

amount of project funds available and project accuracy requirements deter-

mine the type of benchmark that can be used, although meeting the NGS

requirements for third-order or better vertical accuracy in benchmarks is

equally important.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Corps Districts have developed and tried a large variety of bench-

marks. Each District eventually comes to use those benchmarks that they

believe provide the accuracy required in the terrain and climatic condi-

tions of their region at a reasonable cost. Information on these bench-

marks was compiled and synthesized for this report so that District survey-

ors would have data on benchmark designs, installation procedures and costs

from many sources in a single report.

This report in no way suggests that there are standard benchmark

designs that are being used or standard ways of installing them. The

variety of installations shown here suggests that Corps surveyors have used

their ingenuity to develop many options. Standardization of benchmarks

within the Corps might lead to inappropriate installations being made if

the surveyors did not exercise good judgment in selecting the best one for

a given project. However, as part of the Corps participation in the

Federal Geodetic Control Committee, there is a strong desire at the Office

of the Chief of Engineers that Corps Districts use state of the art bench-

mark designs and installation procedures so benchmarks would be appropriate

for site conditions, and would meet project accuracy requirements and those

of the NGS. Then the benchmarks could be included in the National Geodetic

Data Base.

21 :%
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Table 8. National Geodetic Survey benchmark quality classes
(adapted from FGCC 1980).

Quality class A: most reliable; *xpected to hold their elevations very
well.

I. Bronze disks cemented into rock outcrop, ledge or cut, bedrock,
massive structures with deep foundations, large structures with
foundations on bedrock.*

2. Sleeved, deep-set (> 10 ft deep) -- galvanized steel pipe or rod,
stainless steel rod,- aluminum alloy rod.*

Quality class B: will probably hold their elevation well.

1. Unsleeved, deep-set (> 10 ft deep) - copper-clad steel rod, galvan-
ized steel pipe or rod, stainless steel rod, aluminum alloy rod.

2. Sleeved, deep-set (> 10 ft deep) -- copper-clad steel rod, unspeci-
fied rod or pipe.

3. Structures - massive retaining walls, abutments and piers of large

bridges, tunnels, massive structures other than those listed above.

4. Rock -- unspecified as to type, condition, etc.

Quality class C: may hold their elevation but are commnly subject to
surface ground movements.

1. Shallow-set (< 10 ft deep) - metal rod with base plate, concrete
post.

2. Boulders.

3. Structures -- retaining walls, culverts, small bridges, footings or
foundation walls of small to mediLtm structures, mat foundations
including landings, platform , steps, etc. %

Quality class 9: questionable or unknown reliability.

1. Shallow-set (< 10 ft deep) -- pipe, metal rod without base plate.

2. Structures -- piles, poles, spike in utility pole, pavement,
streets, sidewalks, curbs, aprons, light structures other than those
listed above.

* First choice
** Second choice; see Floyd (1978) and Hoar (1983) for details.

The NGS has classified the most frequently used benchmarks into four

groups based on reliability (Table 8). Only classes A and 6 eet the

first-order vertical accuracy requirement for establishing the NAVD88.

Consequently, the NGS uses only class A and B benchmarks in their first

order survey lines.* In running second-order lines, the NGS uses class A X

* Personal communication with E. Balazs, National Geodetic Survey,___

Rockville, Maryland, 1985.
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and B marks but also some class C marks, and the line is tied to a line of

equal or higher order vertical accuracy. The requirement for vertical

accuracy is for the survey; benchmarks do not have orders of accuracy. As

long as the accuracy of a survey line meets or exceeds second-order speci-

fications, the survey is accepted as a second-order line. In a third-order L

line, there could be more class B and C marks plus some class D marks and

it must be tied to an equal or higher ordered line. Again the accuracy

requirements are on the survey, not benchmarks.

To assist Corps surveyors in selecting benchmarks that would most .

likely allow them to achieve third-order or better vertical accuracy in

their surveys in different site conditions, I assigned each of the various

Corps benchmarks shown in this report to a NGS class (Table 9). This

assignment was based on the information in Table 8 and FGCC (1984), and

from conversations with NGS personnel.* The assignments have not been

verified by the NGS.

Based on the large amount of information available from the Corps, I

make the following recommendations to aid surveyors in selecting appro-

priate benchmarks for their future survey needs. The recommendations are

not in any particular order of importance; I feel that they are equally

important.

1. Every District should use the NOAA Manual NOS NGS 1, Geodetic

Benchmarks (Floyd 1978). All benchmarks except those for temporary use

should be installed to meet the standards described in this manual. When "

these standards are met, the Corps' benchmarks can be made part of the

national data base.

2. Good judgment in site selection is the prime factor in ensuring

benchmark stability. Many problems will be avoided if all available infor-

mation (i.e., geologic data, experience, borings, etc.) is used in site

selection. Extra time spent in reviewing all available information during

site selection can reduce benchmark installation costs and increase the

likelihood that the benchmark will be adequate.

3. Permanent benchmarks should be installed based on project and NGS

accuracy requirements, on project site conditions and on available funds.

Elaborate, costly and very stable benchmarks may not be required for every

Personal communications with D.A. Hoar and E. Balazs, National Geodetic

Survey, Rockville, Maryland, 1985.
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Table 9. Assigned NGS classes for some bencbuarks used by Corps Dis-tricts and site conditions in which bencimarks can be used; refer to
Figure 3 and Floyd (1978).

NStt
Banchmark ference In i. s regort clSSO Site conditions

Disks Fig. IiIWCtC2C3,C; Tables A Sound bedrock, large to
111,12 massive structures.

Encased (sleeved)* Fig. 1.2.C; Table 84 As granular soils tsond ,- vrlus depths Fig. as NA gravel); cohesive
- with base plates Fig. 5N,C?; Table 04 A Soils; froat heave;
- various types of reference rods, A,1 Construction fill;plies, etc.** 

marsh; subsiding, con-
- variaus types of coas nts NA solldetIng, or coapact-- driven or drlled NA tlng areas; shrinking

and swellIng soils.
Pipes, rods, posts. reber t Stable, granular or cohe-- with caps, disks Fig. 61.39, Table 53 NA Siv* soils.

- without caps, disks Fig. C12 NA
- prefabricated Fig. B9,04 t .
- various materlals': alum, wod, Table 82 8-0

Fiberglas, gelv., steel, brass
- driven or drilled Fig. CG; Tables 82.16 NA
- variable lengths and dimeters 3-0 K.
- concreted at top, bottom, throughout Fig. 12,1§4,16,8?.9; Tables i NA

12,13,16
- with beseplato, foot, fiarable base Fig. 16,C5,CI0,CI1 .C %

or pins In base

Poured concrete Fig. M; Table S1 t Stable sells.- varlous shepes and lengths Fig. 98; Table 94 3-0
- reinforced Fig. 8,3 NA
- anchored by pipe, posts, reber, etc. Fig. 81 C
- broad-basd fig. 12,95; Table 95 C
- anchored In rock Fig. B10 B
- with disks Fig. 02,13 NA

Precast concrete Fig. 31 t Stable solis.
- various lengths, slims, shapes 9-
- with disks 

NA

Chiseled shapes Table £3
- In bedrock Table 85
- In structures Table 85

Splks, nails Tables 2,63 T9. 0 1
- In trees, posts, poles Fig. 39 0
- In roads, pavements Fig. 39, Table 33 0

libro than 10 ft dee, may be as deep as 100 ft.
Pliterials that show little or no site change with tapoerture are better.t Less than 10 ft deep, class C or 0; more then 10 ft deep, class 3 or C. 

,. .,'~tt NA No effect, does not impOvo class .
U Unacceptable as a permanent SN; must use disk. %

ON Benchmrk. .M
TGN Temporary S,6 

-
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project, but all permanent benchmarks should meet or exceed the require-

ments for third-order accuracy. Sometimes simplicity of design is pre-

ferred.

4. Installations can be modified to meet site-specific conditions and

project needs as long as the basic design of a particular benchmark is not

changed so radically that it reduces the likelihood of its stability. As

Floyd (1978, p. ii) points out, there is no optimal monument for every I
case; he suggests "Judicious modification of design when the occasion
arises." L

5. If permanent, NGS-type benchmarks (Floyd 1978) are used, their

construction and installation instructions should be closely followed.

These benchmarks have been tested and shown to be stable* Any alteration

to the tested design has not been evaluated and may cause a benchmark to be

unstable (Floyd 1978).

6. Some benchmarks used by the Corps Districts provide stable refer-

ences (Table 9) if they are installed properly with care and attention to

design. Improper, careless installation will result in an unstable bench-

mark, which equates to wasted time and money and useless surveys.

7. Benchmarks must be anchored below the depths where instability

processes occur; a massive monument alone does not ensure stability.

8. Special surveys such as instrumentation type surveys need particu-

lar consideration because they require a stable instrument pedestal and

deep-driven iods for benchmarks when soil conditions permit.

9. All permanent benchmarks should include as a minimum a Corps

Survey benchmark data disk with identification stamped on it. A circle,

square, triangle, or cross chiseled in bedrock is insufficient as a perman- .%,.

ent benchmark.

10. Temporary benchmarks should not be used except for truly temporary

work sites.
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APPENDIX A: INFORMATION SENT TO CORPS DISTRICTS, NED and POD.

Questionnaire

Your Name ________

District

Date

Information on Survey Benchmarks in the Districts

I. List of the purposes for which benchmarks are required in your District
(i.e., monitoring during construction, monitoring structural deformations,
geodetic surveys, etc.). Show the types of benchmarks the District used
for each purpose in the past. Diagrams of the benchmark installations
would be very helpful if available (Just attach to these sheets).

2. For each purpose listed above, how stable must the listed benchmarks
be? What are the lateral and vertical limits of movement that you mist
have?

3. What factors determine the type of benchmark used?

4. What special problem conditions (i.e. expandable clays, subsidence,
groundwater fluctuations, frost heave, etc.) exist within the District that
must be considered in setting a benchmark? What precautions are taken to
reduce the effects of these conditions?

5. What pre-installation data collection is done for characterizing a site

and for selecting a benchmark?

6. What are the steps for installing each type of benchmark?

7. How mch does each benchmark listed in No. I cost? Include materials
and labor. Estimates are fine.

8. Can I cite you by name as a contributor to the report? Yes No
(Circle one)

Please return your responses and any attachments to:

Lawrence Gatto

USACRREL
72 Lyme Road

Hanover, NH 03750 "

.~*.

Thank you very much for your help. I'll send a draft copy of the report so
you can comment and suggest changes if you want to.
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Matrix

VERTICALLY STABLE BENCHMARKS

instructions

Add to and change as appropriate, i.e. add undesirable or problem conditions
in your District that are not mentioned here; include countermeasures

you've used for conditions listed or those you add. If the table already

covers all item* of importance to your District, please indicate and return

this sheet.

Please return this sheet before the end of March (1985) to:

Lawrence W. Gatto
USACRREL
72 Lyme Road

Hanover, NH 03755-1290
FTS: 836-4273

Co: (603) 646-4273

(If you haven't filled out a questionnaire and are willing to, let me
know and I'll send you a copy.)
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APPENDIX B: BENCHMARKS USED B THE DISTRICTS

I.

'.1

,% 
%

a. Standard disk in rock or concrete.

/b

A,31

.LROL

b. Precast concrete monument.

Figure BI. Benchmarks used by the ihiladeiphia District. ,#,,
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4r4

c. Capped pipe. d. Poured in place monument.

!:-.. -,<
,,-" ,,,'.-l

z-w.*

77~~~. -A4h-- wa

e. Poured in place monument on unstable

ground. r
Figure 11 (cont'd). Benchlarks used by the Philadelphia District. % %
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a. Generic benchmark*
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b. Tidal benchmark. e~.

Figure B2. Benchmarks used by the Norfolk District.
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60 SCAL a. Type B (for mardsi coniios

diiKings Bay project).
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0" PV¢ PIPE CASING STAARD C.O.-. DIS

910" NELIN
0 COPACTED

No SCALE b. Type B (for marsh conditions, N
. -- Kings Bay project). e

Figure B3. Benchmarks used by the Savannah District. % %
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1. South Carolina pedestal.
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c. Insruen pedestal forth
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Figure B4. First-order or second-order
benchmarks used by the St. Paul district.

*\ ',* - I Where possible, post-hole
-.j.A& PVC,. F ** diggers can be used, other- .

wise a gas auger. For depths
less than 36", post-hole
diggers will suffice.

.~NX

BA£LA_.

a. Geodetic survey benchmark.

Figure B5. Benchmark and pedestal from the Louisville District.
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b. Instrument pedestal for a movement study.

Figure B5 (cont'd).
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a. Various benchmarks.

Figure B6. Benchmarks and pedestals from the Omaha District.
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ref

a. (cont'd).

Figure B6 (cont'd).
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Figure B6 (cont'd). Benchmarks and pedestals from the Omaha District.
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d. Frost-free benchmark.

Figure B6 (cont'd).

CRIMP%

12b

N~

a. Reinforcing bar (rebar) benchmark.

Figure B7. Benchmarks used by the
Galveston District.
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d. Concrete benchmark.

Figure B8 (cont'd). Benchmarks
used by the Ft. Worth District
(not to scale).

AIJJNINIM DISK ON '7 -:!'a't'h ,S 3/4" ALUNTNU RoD -• :

BRASS DISK CEENTED

-, IN SOLID ROCK

S'%~

Precise elevation bench marks are used to control precision surveys such as
poerhouse construction and monitoring of concrete dam structures. They are

leveled on using precise rods and Wild NA2 level with micrometer. Readings
are to .0001 foot and reduced to .001 for publication of elevations. These .. ,%

bench marks are established as follows. A standard brass disc cemented in %-
sOlid rock or concrete structure based n solid rock. A 3/4 inch diameter .
aluinmm rod driven to refusal and having an aluminum disc duplicate of a * ,
standard brass disc affixed to the rod.

DRIVING POINT -. ~"

a. Primary benchmarks.

Figure B9. Benchmarks and instrument pedestals used by the Portland

District.
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CE

BRASS DISK CAUT ALUMIMI ONQ.
CEMENED IN A Bs ICO

~ucuu cminSET in CCET

Secondary beach marks for establishming precise elevations to control 136's
ad mest construction projects. These beach marks are generally constructed
in the following manners. A standas" brass disc riveted to a 1"xSO" steel
pipe and set in a concrete mntasat near flush with pound surface. A
sandard brass disc csmnted into a concrete sidewalk or other relatively
solid be"e. A pie-cast aluminum momnt set flush with ground surface
with becklill compacted.

b. Secondary benchmarks.

BUT SPIKE A WSSUE

RAILROAD S & WiASW

TYPICAL STAMPING IS .POE 4116.

fl0AT SPIKE 4 WAlUE
IN TURE SOOT

IN ASPIALT

For maintaining vertical control between precise vertical control points during
preliminary surveys, construct ion aOd post construction surveys of highway.
road. railroad. some building construction and river bank protection projects. lm.
The Portland District Survey Section uses the following systems, the following
being general descriptions. In each case an aluminum washer is used and the
designation of point, agency and year set, are stamped around the outer edge.
hn wood structures, solid posts, Power aOd telephone poles a 3"1 or 10" wire
mail, boat spike or railroad spike is driven to a depth where the leveling rod
Can be placed and swiveled upon the top of the heed. The spike or nail is
driven through the appropriately marked washer with small enough hole that
the washer cannot be removed without removing the spike or nail. The inform- ~ ~
ation stamped on the washer gives anyone access to recorded information in ~, ~
the District office.

% In

c. Temporary benchmarks. ootll°

Figure B9 (cont'd).
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6" DIA. STEEL

CONCRETE BASE
00 C SOLID RDCK

d. Instrument pedestal.

Fordanmontorcontrol monuments
a 41W' aquare concrete base is laid on sol id rock with either a Pyramidal Figure B9 (cont 'd). Bench-
coerete monument with 12" square aluminum plate and projecting S/S inch
Stainless Steel stud or a 6"1 or S8 steel pipe set in the concrete base with marks and instrument pedes-
an aluminumn cap ad stainless stud on top. The primay use of these pillar
type momits Is as instrument monts, but due to the solid construction tals used by the Portland
they my be used as precise elevation benches. District.

J. ,
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6 e#, Aor d ~"~
/C "70b Figure B10. Benchmark

4 and instrument pedestal
A2 u' 14f0 Id ~ used by the Sacramento

-- District.
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Table BI. Suggestions for benchmarks, Philadelphia District (see
Figure Bl).

Standard disks

Not set in curbs or sidewalks (too movable).

Set in drilled holes deep enough to hold entire shank.

Countersink below surface of rock or concrete.

Fill drilled hole with full-strength cement, push disk in, allow
cement to ooze out and around disk to seal disk edge. L

Concrete monuments

Stable soils - whenever possible, set underground marks in case
surface mark is disturbed; precast or poured in place.

Unstable soils (marsh-swamp) - center on wood post long enough to
assure stability.

Capped pipes

Set in concrete, not driven.

Put spikes (20d nails) through pipe 4 in. from bottom (prevents

withdrawal of pipe).

Table B2. Benchmarks, Huntington District.

Pedestals - 10 in. casings (15 ft deep) drilled to rock and
filled with concrete.

Disks - 1. Set on vertically stable structures (e.g., dam monoliths).
2. Set in rock outside of limits of subsidence.

3. Set in walks, bridges, etc.

Steel posts - 6 ft, driven flush with ground and concreted in place.

Monuments - 36-in. (4- x 4-in.) concrete monuments set flush or below
ground.

Nine spikes -- set in trees, pavements, base of wood structures or

products.

Iron pins - 36-in., driven flush with ground.

Brass rods - set in concrete 3 ft or more underground.

Pipe - driven to variable depths. -

Rods -- aluminum or Fiberglas, driven below frost line.

I ,
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Table B3. Benchmarks, Louisville District.

Type of Limits of movement (ft)
Type of survey monument Horizontal Vertical Approx. cost**

Normal structural defor- Brass plug in $20 (plugs)
nation (earthen and con- drill hole in re-
crete structures) inforced concrete

(Fig. B5)

Sedimentation surveys Five-foot-long + 0.1 0.1 $30
rod with disk,
surrounded with a
concrete ring 12
in. in diameter
to below frost p "
depths ''P

Military and civil E&D Chiseled square -- 0.10 $5-10
for construction or spikes in

trees (temporary
benchmarks)

Planning studies (recon- Temporary bench- -- 0.10 $5-10
naissance and detailed) marks and 24-in.

rebar no. 4 with 0.10 0.10 $15
plastic caps

F,?

Military master planning Temporary bench- -- 0.10 $5-10
marks in rein-
forced concrete .

Flood insurance studies Temporary bench- -- 0.10 $5-10
and FPIS marks .%-

Real estate monumenta- Reinforced con- 0.05 0.05 $40
tion crete, 8 in. x 30

in. (Fig. B5)

Photo control Temporary bench- -- 0.10 $10
marks

P.k. nails in 0.10 0.10 $5
road

Digital data base maps Reinforced con-
crete (Fig. B5)

Geodetic surveys Same as digital See detail
data base maps below
monumentat ion . . :

** No overhead
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Table B3 (cont'd).

Instrument pedestal costs

Two-man survey team, 8 hr $ 101.00 4.0

(salary, no overhead)
Concrete (ready-mix truck, 3 yd) 120.00
Rebar 25.00
Cardboard form 5.00
Auger rental 50.00
Anodized instrument plate 120.00 .

+ $ 421.00 (does not include overhead,
truck, tools, etc. )
Rates as of April 1984.

Geodetic survey marker costs

Two-man survey team, 2 hr $25.20
(salary, no overhead)

Cement (5 bags) 15.00
Rebar (no. 4 or 5) 3.00
PVC 1.00 .%

Auger rental 14.00
$60.00 (does not include overhead,

truck, tools, etc.)
Rates as of April 1984.

V.3'

A-.

% J.
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Table B4. Installation and costs for benchmarks used by the Ft. Worth
District (see Fig. B8).

a. Installation of deep settlement-plate benchmark

1. A 36-in.-wide hole is drilled to the desired depth.

2. After placing approximately 4 in. of sand on the bottom of the hole,
the plate and pipe are lowered and centered.

3. About 4 ft of saMd is added, followed by 1 ft of bentonite pellets.

4. A 6-in. casing is placed and filled with gravel to approximately 1
ft from the surface.

5. The empty space around the casing is filled with cuttings from the
hole and the top 1 ft is then filled with concrete.

6. After letting the marker stabilize after installation stresses

abate, it is surveyed.

Estimated cost

$3,250 materials and labor for 50-ft hole (January 1984).

Precautions

The deep settlement-plate benchmarks have proven to be stable.

However, they are expensive to fabricate and install. The size of the hole

(36 in.) requires special equipment, and placing the casing and centering

the plate require careful attention. Other problems are cuttings left on

the bottom of the hole, which could cause settlement, and the time required

for installation.

b. Installation of free-standing deep benchmark

1. A 12-in. hole is drilled followed by an 8-in. hole to the required
depth (casing is placed).

2. The inner pipe is then lowered and positioned inside the smaller hole

and cemented.

3. Grease is added to the desired depth.

4. After letting the marker stabilize after installation stresses abate, %'*-

it is surveyed.

% %/
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Table B4 (cont'd).

Estimated cost

$2,200 materials and labor (for 50-ft hole) 
'S

Precautions

Free-standing deep benchmarks have the advantage of supplying hori- .%
zontal as well as vertical control. The main disadvantages are the cost of L

installation and the need for close vertical alignment tolerances during

construction to ensure that the inner pipe does not touch the outer pipe.

This type of benchmark has been tried using PVC casing. Difficulties were

encountered because of curvature of the PVC casing. Although PVC proved to '

be inadequate, steel casing should work, but has not been tried. Some of

the other problems encountered were: centering the 8-in. bore inside the %

12-in. hole, voids that can occur in the concrete, keeping the pipe in

place while the concrete sets, and material sloughing 
in the bottom of the .-

hole. .

c. Installation of cone-tipped deep benchmark

I. A hole is bored of the required depth and diameter.

2. A 0.5-in. cone-tipped rod and 2-in. pipe are lowered into the hole.

3. The cone tip is then hydraulically pushed 
by the 2-in. pipe until " *t e

refusal.

4. The 2-in. pipe is then raised about I ft and grease is pumped down the "
2-in, pipe. The grease is allowed to flow until it fills the annular V-

space between the borehole and the 2-in. pipe to within a few feet of
the ground surface.

5. The remaining space at the top of the borehole is then cemented.

6. After letting the marker stabilize after installation stresses abate,
it is surveyed.

Estimated cost

$1,000 materials and labor (for 50-ft hole).

Precautions 
V

Cone-tipped deep benchmarks, if installed correctly, are quite stable.

The simplicity of the design is a significant advantage, leading to fewer

51"
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Table B4 (cont'd). Installation and costs for benchmarks used by the
Ft. Worth District (see Fig. B8).

problem than with the other types. The small hole and the small amount of

material needed normally make this a more economical benchmark. One

potential problem is buckling of the inner and outer pipe when pushing the

tip into the foundation medium.

d. Installation of concrete benchmark

1. After a hole is drilled to the desired depth, a 6-in.-diameter pipe is
placed into position.

2. The inside of the pipe is filled with concrete that is allowed to
harden with a brass marker placed on the top.

3. Let the marker stabilize after installation stresses abate, it is
surveyed.

Estimated Cost

$300 materials and labor.

Precautions

Concrete benchmarks are the easiest to install and the lowest in

cost. The major problem is that they can only be used as shallow markers

in firm material, i.e., well consolidated sandstone. If the surface jf-%

material is unstable then a deep benchmark is required.

%
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Table B5. Benchmarks, Rock Island District.

Construction Lr topographic surveys

1. Boat spike driven through short sleeve and washer.

2. Spike driven horizontally into a tree or pole.

Structural movement survey

1. Rock outcrops (first choice) -- chiseled square on high point.

2. Massive concrete structure (second choice) - cut square on particular
point on a structure (preferably founded on bedrock), i.e., dams,
spillways, bridge piers or abutments.

3. Concrete structure (third choice) -- cut square on well-aged (not
decrepit) structure, i.e., large culvert, clear of area influenced by
structure to be monitored.

4. Poured-in-place concrete monument (fourth choice):
- Dig or drill 6-7 in. hole to below frost line (about 6 ft).
- Enlarge bottom to bell shape so major mass is below frost line.

- Place two no. 5 rebars.
- Fill with concrete.
- Place standard Type I brass cap on top of concrete.

%6

Table B6. Installation steps used by Charleston District.

1. Excavate hole about 18 in. deep.

2. Drive 1-in. galvanized pipe into hole to refusal, cut and thread.

3. Cap pipe.

4. Place 8-in. clay flue liner around pipe and cap.

5. Place concrete in hole and liner. N-
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APPENDIX C: ADDITIONAL DETAILS ON INSTALLING BENCHM4ARKS

Provided by the Geodetic Survey of Canada,
Primary Vertical Control Section (1983)

Divide By To obtain

millimetre 25.4 inch

centimetre 2.54 inch

metre 0.3048 foot

Bronze tablet (type 1)

This tablet (Fig. Cl) is circular, 79 mm in diameter with a 70-mm

shank. The top is rounded to provide a definite datum point when the

tablet is set with shank vertical. There is a slot cut in which the

surveyor can hold a chisel for a datum point when the tablet is set with

the shank horizontal.

Tablet benchmarks are driven into drilled holes in rock, masonry, or

concrete. The shank of the tablet is always set in grout to assure firm-

ness and to prevent water intrusion.

A nail or wire staple or wedge should be fitted into the split shank

of the tablet prior to it being driven into the prepared hole. This will

help to hold the tablet more securely.

When the hole has been drilled for the shank, the area around should

be countersunk so that only the face of the tablet will be exposed. This

presents a neat appearance and helps to resist removal.

Steps to follow in setting a tablet (Fig. C2)

1. Drill a 2-cm-diameter hole about 8 cm deep.

2. Countersink the tablet head so that only the face of the tablet

will be exposed. It is desirable to countersink all tablets; however, if a

tablet is to be installed in smooth-dressed stonework, it is permissible to

have the tablet head resting tightly against the smooth surface.

3. Clean out the drilled hole with air and water.

4. Number the tablet. Cover the tablet with masking tape to keep it

clean of grout. The tape can be easily removed after installation.

5. Put grout in the hole and countersunk area.
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Figure C2. Setting the tablet. *11
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6. Insert a nail, wire staple or fox wedge into slot in the end of

tablet shank, and drive tablet into position. Place a piece of wood on the

tablet when it is being driven; this protects the tablet face. N-l

7. If the tablet is being set so that the slot is to be used as the

datum point, care must be taken to ensure that the slot is horizontal.

Fine adjustment may be made using a chisel and a hammer on the outer edge

of the tablet. Use a carpenter's level to check that the slot is horizont-

al.

8. Carefully finish around the tablet face and clean off all excess

grout from the tablet face and lettering.*

Referencing a tablet benchmark

1. When tablets are set in structures such as buildings, bridges and

culverts, the structures are not to be marked in any way.

2. Tablets in rock outcrops, especially in remote areas, should be

referenced as follows:

a. If the tablet has been set with the shank horizontal, paint a neat

ring 25 mm wide around the tablet (if local ordinance permits)

(Fig. C3). %A

b. If the tablet has been set with the shank vertical, an angle iron

or a pipe with BM sign is to be set securely with grout in a

drill-hole about 25 cm behind the tablet (Fig. C3). %

poit.% %

p.Itt. .

Figure C3. Referencing the set tablet. .- e

*Grout also reduces the likelihood of frost action destroying the mark
-. %
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Bronze bolt (type 2)

This marker is circular in cross section and about 90 mm long; the top

surface is convex (Fig. C4). It may be used in many instances as an alter-

native to type I (Table C). It is installed in a similar manner to type

1, the top being allowed to protrude slightly above the surrounding surface

material. The bolt is secured by grout with a wedge or a pin through the

shank.

Iron pipe with bronze cap (type 3)

The benchmark consists of a galvanized iron pipe with cast iron base

threaded onto it, and a rounded brass cap screwed and pinned to the top to

act as the datum point (Fig. C5). See Figure C13 for an alternate design.

I I f MATERIAL: BRONZE --

I ! [MAY BE CAST

I , OR MACHINED ,:

FROM 25 mm ROD

E / - DRILL 6 mm DIA. , ''-

I . .

" ! 113 ra " \ SOT 2 mm x 22 mm DEEP

Figure C4. Survey bolt marker (type 2).
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Table Cl. Recomnded benchmarks.

Type of condition or terrain Type of markert

Bedrock, rock outcrops, large boulders, 1 or 2
concrete structures

Granular soils (sand and gravel) 3, 5*

Till (glaciated cohesive soils) 3, 5*

Fine-grained soils 6, 4
(silts and clays of low plasticity)

Low-bearing-strength soils 6, 4
(very fine silts and clays of medium
to high plasticity)

Construction fill 6

Permafrost 6

* The sleeve type survey marker (type 5) is designed for use on municipal

control surveys where one marker would be suitable for both vertical and
horizontal control. Because material and installation costs are high for
this type of marker, consideration should be given to two separate mark-
ers. By doing this, better locations can be selected for the vertical con-
trol markers, which don't have to be intervisible.

t Listed in order of preference from left to right.

This type of benchmark was designed so that a permanent benchmark
could be left at any desired point, regardless of the lack of a suitable

structure or rock outcrop to contain a tablet.

The excavation for the pipe should be deep enough so that only the

brass cap projects above ground level.

The earth used for back-filling must be tamped firmly. The back-fill-

ing around the base plate must be especially well tamped to anchor the pipe

into the ground securely.

Pile-driven pipe (type 4)

This marker is a galvanized pipe, pile-driven to required depth with a

type 1 or type 2 marker secured in the top. The benchmark datum point is

installed below the ground surface, surrounded by a cast iron rim and a

cover set flush with the ground surface (Fig. C6).
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CONVEX CURVATURE ON TOP

CO P BRONZE CAP THREADED TO, PIPE

ON TO SECURE CAP TO COLUMN

GROUND LEVEL

E

E

E

64 mm 0.0. GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE

175 mm DIA. BASE (CAST IRON)

THREADED TO PIPE

Figure CS. Iron pipe with cap (type 3).

Sleeve-type marker (type 5)

This is a double pipe style marker. The space between the pipes is

grease-filled. This permits movement of the outer pipe without disturbing

the inner. The inner pipe is attached to a base plate for vertical stabil-

ity. A type 1 or 2 marker is the reference point and is fastened to the

top of the inner pipe (Fig. C7).

Deep benchmark (type 6)

This type of benchmark used by the Geodetic Survey was designed and

developed by the Division of Building Research of the National Research

Council (of Canada]. The benchmark consists of a pointed steel foot pushed

to refusal and connected to the surface by a galvanized steel pipe. For

protection the annular space between the pipes is filled with heavy oil.

At the surface the pipes are covered by a manhole-type of cast iron cover.
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CAST IRON RIM & COVER

TYPE I or 2 MARKER

- /UPPERI1S0mmnOF PIPE FILLED
* ", ' WITH NON-SHRINKING GROUT

""___________ 51 mm GALV. STEEL PIPE DRIVEN
TO DESIRED DEPTH

EARTH

* MARKER MAY BE SET WITH BRONZE
TASLET FLUSH WITH GROUND LEVEL

Figure C6. Pile-driven survey pipe marker
(type 4).

The reference point is a stainless steel ball welded to the top of the

inner pipe (Fig. C8).

The Geodetic Survey uses a mobile drill mounted on a truck to install

the NRC-type deep benchmarks. The drill is hydraulically operated and

produces a downward thrust with rotations.

The procedure for installation in areas of sensitive clays is as %

follows:

1. Position and level the drill rig. *.

2. Do predrilling with a 10-cm auger to determine the depth of the y '
bedrock. The minimum depth for a deep benchmark should be 5 m. In areas *1,

of sensitive clays, 5 to 7 m may be a sufficient depth. In areas of

hardened clays or other materials, up to 9 m (30 ft) of drilling may be K
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57 mm 6mm
- -175mm iH EARTH FILL

/- E-- CAST IRON RIM
ADCOVER

* 0 '. TYPEI o,2 MARKER

'CYLINDRICAL
FORM

*iCONCRETE F

.0 i. ZI "51 mm GALVANIZED PIPE

E It 64 mm GALVANIZED PIPE
"% : I s

0-
________.SPACE BETWEEN 51 mm AND 64 mm PIPES .0 ,

FILLED WITH GREASE DURING 0

CONSTRUCTION
> ) , > .'

< - GRANULAR FILL

E I ED'I

A 0
-25rim DIA 6 BASIC PRINCIPLE - Frost action may2 ,'>;D IA - result in vertical movements of outer sleeve

without affecting inner pipe.

=GALV STEEL BASE PLATE 11,mm. SO
OR 175 mm DIA ATTACHED TO 51mm PIPE
FOR VERTICAL STABILITY

Figure C7. Sleeve-type survey marker (type 5).
This is similar to the NGS class A benchmark.

required to achieve a better depth. A carbide-tipped rock drill may be

required to drill through harder strata.

3. Use a 40-cm auger to drill the hole (75 cm deep) for installation

of the steel culvert that supports the manhole cover.

4. Assemble a I- and 3-m length of 10-mm-diameter pipe to the steel :

foot. Over this assembly, slip a 3--m length of 25-mm-diameter pipe, making

sure it is seated on the shoulder of the steel foot.

5. Lower this assembly directly through the chuck of the drill, slow-

ly push and rotate the pipes into the ground, adding 3-m lengths of both

pipes until refusal is reached.

6. Withdraw the outer casing 60 cm, making sure that the steel foot

and inner pipe do not move. - -
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CAST IRON RIM AND COVER -7

SEAINLSS STEEL BALL

I( WELDED TO COUPLNG

tg N ANNULAR SPACE 4
BETWEEN PIPES

S ot TL ILE IHa - 35 mm to 38 m

5 ~ ~~ T 4IT 00 to5.CRSHmmTOE

GALVANIZED
STEEL PIPE

NSECTIONS) . ~ J-

1 M , I PRIVING

I '~SQLE

REFUSALGOR T - 1-" N-

FOOT (s detl) MATERIAL- COLD ROLLED STEEL

Figure C8. National Research Council deep benchmark
(type 6).

7. Cut the inner pipe about 15 cm below cast iron cover level and cut :

the outer pipe about 10 cm below that.

8. Pump No. 80 or 90 oil down the inner pipe where it will find its %

way through the predrilled holes in the 1-rn length of pipe and up through,% ,,., ,

the sleeve until it appears at the surface between the two pipes.

9. Install a stainless steel ball as the datum point on the inner '"

pipe. i:

10. Install the galvanized steel culvert and painted manhole cover to ,_
complete the benchmark. ;

11. Stamp the benchmark number on the lid of the culvert.
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12. Where conditions permit, and particularly in more remote areas,

install a benchmark sign post by driving the post into the ground beside

the manhole casing.

13. Clean up the surrounding site.

Item 6 is the critical operation in the installation of this type of

benchmark. By withdrawing the outer pipe 60 cm after refusal is reached,

the steel foot and inner 10-mm pipe are completely free from the outer

casing. The soil will press around the steel foot and hold it secure. The

end result is a steel foot anchored at refusal and connected to the surface

by the 10-mm pipe. Any ground movement caused by frost action, varying

water content of the soil or natural phenomena is absorbed by the outer

casing.

It must be stressed again that neatness is of prime importance in

establishing benchmarks. This is especially so in the case of deep bench-

marks, which are frequently installed in parks, ornamental grounds and

public places. %

Alternative benchmark types

There will be instances when one of the standard type benchmarks (type

1-6) cannot be installed. In such instances one of the following hybrid

types may be selected.

Deep tablet (type 7)

When bedrock is completely buried by shallow overburden, excavate to

the rock surface, install a regular brass tablet, and a 30-cm-diameter

steel culvert as a retaining wall around the excavation; top with a manhole

cover (Fig. C9).

...........

Tale
//1/ / .-/ ./, /

Figure C9. Deep tablet (type 7). % %I
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Short pipe or short ground rod (type 8)

When bedrock is buried by more than 0.7 a of overburden, but not

enough so that a regular pipe benchmark can be installed, either a short

pipe or short ground rod should be used. These two types of benchmark are

essentially the same and the available materials at hand will determine the

type of use.

Short pipe. Excavate to bedrock; cut bottom off pipe to fit depth of

excavation; have base welded to bottom of pipe (if welding facilities not

available, splay end of pipe); concrete the base to bedrock; backfill and . e0

reference as for type 3 (Fig. CIO).

Short rod. Excavate to bedrock; drill hole in bedrock; drive copper-

weld rod with coupler into hole; grout around hole; backfill and reference

(Fig. Cll). *

% %.

w' b

aglow Pi"

Figure ClO. Short pipe (type 8a).

.7/ / / t

' A,..'

00 
% Fl 

l

-'p

Figure C . Short r'd (tvpe 4l .
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Ground rod (type 9)

The ground rod is generally used in regions that are unsuitable for

iron pipe benchmarks (e.g., marshy soil, muskeg, permafrost).

This benchmark consists of successive lengths of 1.5-cm-diameter

copperweld rod that are coupled together and driven into the ground to

refusal. A gas operated jackhammer, suspended from a tripod or held with

the use of a stepladder, is used for driving the rod. The top of the rod,

cut at ground level and slightly rounded serves as the datum point. The

top 50 cm of the rod is surrounded with a 30-ca-diameter metal culvert

(Fig. C12). This type of benchmark is referenced with a metal benchmark

sign, the same as for a pipe benchmark. The benchmark number is stamped

along the length of the rod just below the datum point.*

Sites for permanent benchmarks

Judgment and caution must be exercised in selecting benchmark sites.

The first consideration is to select benchmark sites where no movement will

take place. The second consideration is to place benchmarks where the

danger of their being disturbed or rendered inaccessible is minimal.

On roads or railways, benchmarks should be placed as close to the edge

of the right-of-way as possible; in buildings, main wall foundations are to

be used.

• % -

a.s- Isg oeqtw f r94

Figure C12. Ground rod (type 9).
This is similar to the NGS class

Sdeep-driven rods which are '.

very stable in salt marshes ,,'.(author's note). d (

* The rod should be driven to approximately a 50-ft depth or to refusal and
a disk crimped on top of the rod (author's note).
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The benchmark locations should be chosen on alternate sides of the

leveled route, when possible, to minimize loss due to future construction.

Bronze tablet (type 1)

lock outcrops provide the best base for tablet type benchmarks. It is

preferable to avoid rock cuts and to use the undisturbed rock around the

ends of the cut.

Bridges and substantial culverts are good locations for tablets. It

must be emphasized that only substantial culverts are useful for benchmark .* S.

placement; very small culverts are to be avoided. Benchmarks in bridges

should be placed in the abutment, bridge seat or columns. In the case of

long bridges or bridges over major rivers, place one benchmark at either

end of the bridge, on opposite sides of the roadway.

Boulders may be used for tablets if they are exceptionally massive and

deeply imbedded.

Concrete foundations for buildings are suitable benchmark locations if

the foundations extend below the frost line. It is preferable to use -a

public or semi-public buildings, such as post offices, city halls, churches

and schools. The foundation under a main wall should be chosen in prefer- -

ence to that of a vestibule or porch. When using a building, care should

be taken to select a position for the benchmark so that it will not be

liable to destruction by additions or alterations; front walls or walls

facing a street are preferred locations.

Iron pipe with brass cap (type 3)

Pipes should be located near the boundaries of the right-of-way of the

highway or railway being followed. They should be located at safe distanc-

es from intersections in anticipation of future road improvements.

Pipes should be placed in the highest ground in the immediate vicin-

ity, where the drainage should be best.

Light, sandy soil or gravel is preferred to clay type soil; marshy

type soil is to be avoided.

%
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TOPLVIEW F-1

L!11I1:- ArC*J fir
2e-,3 N - to~ hIb

V sq2uare pipe

M '.IS 14)

30 HeELIX

ZYI t

Figure C13. Helix pipe, 1983 replacement for iron pipe with cap
(type 3). This marker is driven into the ground with the use of
an articulated hydraulic power driver installed at the end of a
20-ft boom section. The top of a rounded benchmark serves as
datumn point.
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APPENDIX D: DETAILS FOR INSTALLING DEEP BENCHMARKS IN SENSITIVE CLAY,
LACUSTRINE CLAY AND PERMAFROST AREAS (from Bozozuk et al. 1963; copyright
ASTM, reprinted with permission).

Installation of a deep benchmark in sensitive clay (see Fig. Ib)

1. At the desired location, bore a hole large enough for a 4-in. pipe

casing to a depth of 3 to 4 ft. Center the base frame over the hole and

clamp it firmly to the ground by means of two earth anchors. The turning

of the spiral earth anchors into the ground can be eased if two pilot holes

are augered in advance. At the center of the large hole, auger a 1-1/2-

in. pilot hole vertically through the fissured crust to a depth of 15 ft or

more. Check the auger frequently with the carpenter's level to ensure that

the hole is vertical.

2. Assemble the steel foot, the 3-ft and 10-ft lengths of 1/4-in. %'%

galvanized Iron pipe. String a 10-ft length of 1-in. galvanized iron pipe

casing over the 1/4-in, pipe so that it is seated firmly on the shoulder of

the steel foot. To prevent relative movements between component parts,

clamp the inner pipe firmly with vise grips at the top of the casing. The

3-f t length of 1/4-in, pipe projecting above the casing permits easier

coupling of successive pipes and casings. It also ensures that the first

1/4-in, pipe coupling above the steel foot will be located inside the

1-in. pipe casing after the installation is completed.

3. Lower the unit into the hole, and Jack it into the ground to

refusal as quickly as possible with the jacking device, adding successive

lengths of pipe as required. (Usually a 50-ft benchmark can be jacked into

the ground within 2 hr.) This operation should be completed in one working % %

period since any delays will permit the casing to "seize" in the soil, at

which time it becomes very difficult to move even with much heavier jacking

equipment.

4. To ensure that the steel foot is firmly seated, check the refusal

of the benchmark to penetration by percussion driving. This may be done by

threading an additional length of i-in. pipe, adding a jar plate, then

driving with a hammer or drive weight. Take care not to overdrive the pipe

casing. When satisfactory seating of the steel foot has been achieved, the

elevation of the top of the 1/4-in. datum pipe should be established pre-

cisely with an engineer's level.
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5. Jack the casing up 2 ft to separate it from the steel foot. Check

the elevation of the datum pipe to ensure that it has not been lifted with %

the casing.

6. Cut off the casing about 3 in. above ground, or as required, and

the inner pipe 2 in. above the casing. The top of this pipe serves as the

reference datum.

7. Fill the 1-in. pipe with heavy oil. Install the 4-in. pipe cas-

ing, together with the coupling and brass cap, as shown in Figure lb,

allowing 5- to 6-in. clearance between the datum pipe and the brass cap. .-

Note -- If desired this installation can be improved with the addi-

tion of a stainless steel ball datum point, a "spring" bushing to center

the inner pipe within the 1-in. casing and with the addition of a floor

flange to provide lateral stability for the 1-in. casing within the 4-in.

diameter pipe.

Installation of a deep benchmark in lacustrine clay (see Fig. Ic)

1. Position and level the drill rig over the point selected and

remove the sod. Bore a 4-in. hole to the bottom of the highly desiccated

soil strata (10 ft or more), using continuous flight augers. In these

cohesive, self-supporting clays, a casing is not required to keep the hole

open. It may be necessary to auger or wash bore a small-diameter pilot

hole before setting the benchmark pipe in very stiff clays or clay shales.

2. Pour 2 to 3 gal. of automotive crank case oil into the augered

hole. In clayey soils near saturation, there will be very little loss of

oil into the soil, and a 4-in. hole will be filled to a depth of about 4

ft. 4.41

3. Assemble the materials, following step 2 (for installation in

sensitive clay). Center the pipes through the "A" chuck of the drill rig

and lower them into the hole. It is most important at this stage that the

pipe is vertical and that it is well centered in the chuck of the drill

rig.

4. Push and rotate the pipes into the ground to refusal, adding 7

successive lengths as required. By using a slow speed of rotation and a '

steady push with the drill teed, penetration resistance is reduced and the

chances of obtaining a straight and vertical installation are greatly

increased. This operation should be continuous and completed within a

. . . . ..• . o . . . . , d . *. ,
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working period. Although the oil lubrication and the oversized hole made

by the 1-1/2-in.-diameter steel foot tend to reduce skin friction, the

casing may "set up" quite firmly in the soil if it is allowed to stand for

a period of time.

5. Usually penetration refusal is easily detected by the reaction of

the drill rig and by rotation of the pipe casing relative to the inside

pipe. After loosening the drill chuck, refusal of the benchmark to pene-

tration by percussion driving can be checked, as outlined in step 4 for

installation in sensitive clay.

6. With the drill rig, retract the 1-in. casing 2 ft and check the

elevation of the inner pipe to ensure that it has not been lifted with the

casing.

7. Cut off and thread the 1-in. pipe 6 in. below the desired final

elevation of the benchmark datum point, and the 1/4-in, pipe about 5 in.

above the I-in. casing. If the datum elevation is at or below existing

grade, a shallow pit must be dug around the pipe to allow the use of the

pipe cutter and threader.

8. Fill the 1-in. pipe with gear oil. This time-consuming operation

can be speeded considerably if two or three 1/8-in, holes have been drilled

in a staggered pattern in the first 3-ft section of 1/4-in, iron pipe to

allow trapped air to escape from the bottom of the casing. Install the

spring bushing (coiled strap of 30-gage sheet galvanized iron) at the top

of the 1-in. casing, thus centering the inner pipe. Finally, screw on the

special steel ball datum point.

9. Fill the 4-in. auger hole with air-dry sand or gravel (maximum

particle size 1-1/2 in.) or with dry concrete mix to within 3 ft of the 5%.

ground surface. Push the 4-in. pipe into the hole, making sure that it i

well centered and that a clearance of at least 6 in. is provided between

the datum point and the brass cap. Screw the floor flange onto the I-in.

pipe by means of a small rod inserted in one of the bolt hols. Finally,

backfill the hole around the 4-in. casing with suitable fill or cast A

-oncrete marker pad around it.

Installation of deep benchmarks in permafrost areas (see Fig. 2d)

Benchmark anchored In permafrost

1. Carefully position the drill rig so that dilsturbance of the monq

cover will be kept to a minimum. Place a xitable length of NX rcairng
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through the active layer into the perennially frozen ground to prevent

thawed material and surface water from entering the hole. Drill a hole to

a depth of 39 ft with AX size drill equipment, using an AX core barrel if

samples are desired; otherwise use an AX non-coring bit. If caving occurs,

AX drill casing should be placed to the bottom of the hole. When the hole

is completed, bail out all the water.

2. Connect the steel foot to the 9-ft length of 1/4-in. pipe having a

roughened surface and lover it into the hole to a depth of 8 ft. String a

10-ft length of I-in. pipe over the 11-ft length of 1/4-in. pipe. With the

vice grips clamped securely to the top of the inner pipe to prevent it from

sliding out of the 1-in. casing, raise the two pipes vertically above the

hole and connect the 1/4-in, pipes together. Retaining a hold on the out-

side pipe, lover the assembly into the hole, adding successive 10-ft

lengths of 1/4-in. and 1-in. pipe until the steel foot rests on the

bottom. Secure the 1-in. pipe so that it projects about 6 in. above the

ground. The inner pipe should then protrude about 1 ft above this casing.

3. Holding the pipes in this position, carefully backfill the hole

with a not-too-vet sand-slurry mixed so that it just pours easily. If

drill casing has been used, withdraw it carefully so that the relative

positions of the benchmark pipes are maintained as the hole caves in around

them. To ensure that the lower portion of the datum pipe is adequately ' 1.

surrounded by moil it may be necessary to fill the lover part of the hole

with the slurry before removing the drill casing. If such is the case,

even greater care Is required to maintain the relative positions of the

benchmark pipes as the drill casing is removed.

4. Remove the NX casing from the active layer and backfill the hole

to the ground surface, carefully replacing the moss cover around the pipes.

S. Fill the annular space between the inner and outer pipes with an

SAl 80 gear oil or a special wax-oil mixture. This mixture can be made up

of 702 oil (such as Mentor 29) and 302 wax (such as Socony Mobil Cerise AA)

by weight, mixed after heating to about 200*F. The mixture Is poured into

the assembled 10-ft lengths of pipe and allowed to congeal before they are ., .

placed in the drill hole. 9.

6. Install the "spring bushing" inside the top of the I-in. pipe .

casing and mount the stainless steel ball datum point on the top of the

1/4-in. pipe.
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7. Connect the 1-1/2-ft length of 1-in, pipe and pipe cap to the top

of the 1-in, casing protruding above the ground surface.

8. If desired, a suitable length of 4-in, pipe with pipe cap may be

driven into the ground over the benchmark assembly to provide additionalL

protection.

Benchmark anchored below permafrost

1. Following the same procedures given above, drill an AX hole to a

depth 5 ft below the perennially frozen layer.

2. If the unfrozen soil underlying the permafrost is relatively soft,

complete the installation following the procedures given for a benchmark in

lacustrine clay.

3. if the unfrozen soil is stony or very stiff It may be necessary to

extend the borehole to bedrock or other resistant material. The installa- N

tion can then be completed following the procedures used for anchoring

benchmarks in permafrost.
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